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Fundamental Design of Radar:
The radar design we decided to go with for the quarter 2 design is one that is fundamentally
based of the radar design of quarter 1. The radar design for quarter 1 was already centered around 2.4
GHz with around a frequency span of 100 MHz. The radar design needed the basic components
necessary for any FMCW radar design: A way to modulate the signal, a way to split the modulated signal
into a transmitter and to act as a local oscillator, a mixer to combine the local oscillator and RF signal
into an IF signal, and finally an ADC in order to send the signal to be digitally processed in some form or
fashion. These design aspects were present in the quarter 1 system which can be shown here:

Fig 1. Radar System Design Quarter 1

In our system we decided to keep most of the same components that the quarter 1 system used
for these tasks. The combination of a microcontroller with an external DAC and VCO was used as a way
to modulate our signal. A simple power splitter was used to split the signal into the mixer and the
transmitting antenna. A simple level 10 mixer was used to mix the local oscillator signal and the received
signal. An ADC from a computer was used to digitally process the information found in the IF signal in
order to find the range of objects detected at a distance. The additions to the fundamental system
shown here that were implemented in quarter 1 such as attenuators, amplifiers, and filters were also

transferred over to our quarter 2 system in some way with some other additions also present from our
own design choice.
Antenna Choice:

Fig 2. Yagi Antenna
In quarter 1 we used coffee can antennas as both the transmitting and the receiving antennas
for the radar. In this quarter we decided to use an antenna that featured more directionality as well as
had more gain while weighing less than the cumbersome coffee cans. The antenna that we decided to
go with ended up being the Yagi antenna. The Yagi antenna featured a design that centered its
frequency around 2.4 GHz and had a lightweight package as well as easy to solder connections for the
system. The design and data sheet can be shown here:

Fig 3. Yagi Antenna datasheet preview

The reason for going for the Yagi antenna in particular was due to the fact that Yagi antennas
are designed to have large directionally in order to make use of most of the power used for transmitting
found within the inputted signal. The Yagi antenna also has a good amount of gain which means there is
less need for amplifiers before it, which saves a lot on power consumption already.

Fig 4. Directionality of a Yagi Antenna
RF Component Selection:
1.) Band-pass filter

Fig 5. BFCN-2435+ BP Filter
Fig 6. Insertion loss characteristic of BP filter
The band-pass filter chosen for the radar design was the
BFCN-2435+ filter. This filter is what ultimately decides what to
choose as our frequency range as anything that is outside and
near the stopbands gets attenuated to a huge degree, typically 20
to 25dB+ of attenuation in fact. The BF filter has a low insertion
loss that is usually a little bit under 2dB for the range of 2300-2500
MHz; therefore, our VCO will be tuned to around this frequency
span centered around 2.4 GHz. Having this band-pass filter placed

after our receiver antenna will also stop signals from the local oscillator port of a mixer from reaching
the receiver antenna and transmitting out into the air. The band-pass filter though is mainly for filtering
our unwanted signals coming into our radar that is not within our span as to not interfere with our mixer
and created unwanted spurious signals.
2.) VCO

Fig 7. The ROS-2490+ VCO

Fig 8. VTune specs

The VCO chosen must be able to work with the Teensy
3.1/3.2/3.5/3.6 Microcontroller and the MCP4921 external DAC
in order to generate a modulating signal. The VCO chosen for
this was the ROS 2490+ from Mini-Circuits. This VCO had a
tuning range from 2218.2 to 2545.9 MHz which was in line with
our centered 2.4 GHz design. Using a tuning voltage going from
4.00 – 10.00 V in order to match the settings of our band-pass
filter allows us to have a modulating signal that fits well into our
design specifications with an average power output of around
~8 dBm. The frequency range of this configuration is 2349.5 –
2545.9 MHz. In order to achieve this frequency, the triangle
teensy code from quarter one was edited in order output from
a range of 2.00 – 5.00V and an external noninverting amplifier
circuit was designed for a gain of 2, or 3dB, in order to amplify the DACs output to the correct output for
our VCO tuning range. This meant the power supply needed to be increased to feed 10V into our system
unfortunately.

3.) Splitter

Fig 9. The SP-2U1+ Splitter
The splitter chosen was the SP-2U1+ splitter due to its operating frequency of 2300-2500 MHz
which fits nicely into our center frequency of 2.4 GHz for our radar. The splitter features a standard 3dB
loss while splitting the signal into two channels while only having a conversion loss of around 0.5dB

around our center frequency which totals to around 3.5dB of loss in total. This low insertion loss allows
us to choose a smaller amplifier for our transmitting antenna input section while not causing too many
complications for the input of our mixer in the other channel it splits into.

4.) Mixer

Fig 10. The MCA1-42LH+ Mixer

Fig 11. Conversion Loss Specs

The mixer chosen was the MCA1-42LH+ mixer from
MiniCircuits for our radar design. This mixer is a level 10 mixer with
very low conversion loss around the operating frequency of our
system from ~2300-2500. This low conversion loss of 6dB gives us
less amplification to worry about in the baseband part of our design
which reduces the amount of noise that might get amplified at that
stage. The 10dBm requirement for the LO port is easily achievable in
our design since the power output of our VCO is already near this
requirement. Even with the loss from the splitter, an amplifier
before the mixer or before the splitter makes this requirement easily
attainable without needing to add too much more power consumption in the process.
5.) LNA(s)

Fig 11. TAMP-272LN+ Low Noise Amplifier(s)

Fig 12. LNA Gain specs

The LNA(s) chosen for this design was the TAMP-272LN+ LNA that
operates well under a span of 2300 to 2700 MHz in general. This operating
frequency fits nicely with the operating frequency of our BP filter and our VCO so
a good input gain of ~14dB will be achieved at all times while not having too
much noise figure added in the process. The LNA(s) will be placed in the areas
were amplification is necessary such as before the splitter in order to amplify the
circuit to meet the LO specification of the Level 10 mixer and in order to also give
the transmitting antenna enough power output to reach the distances required

by the competition. Two more LNAs will be necessary at the input of our mixer’s RF port in order to
boost up the signal that comes from the RF input of our radar which will be very low at reception. This
ensures that our mixer’s IF signal has enough power to be able to be detected within our baseband since
mixers in general tend to be passive elements in radar design.
6.) Attenuator

Fig 13. 1284-1848-2-ND 5dB Attenuator
The attenuator chosen for our RF design is Digi-Key’s 5dB attenuator from the American
Technical Ceramics manufacturer. This 5dB attenuator was chosen due to its operating frequency of DC
to 20 GHz which is well within the range of our radar specs. The attenuator was chosen in order to lower
the power output of our VCO’s 8dBm output level. Having our VCO’s power output lowered and then
amplified by the LNA present before the splitter allowed us to meet the power specifications of our LO
level 10 mixer and the output requirements chosen for our antenna at transmitting. The attenuator at
the input of the LNA will cause the noise figure to rise slightly unfortunately.

Conclusion:
When designing the RF portion of your radar system, its best to keep certain things in mind:
Have a fundamental system to work with that will ideally get the job done. Make sure you understand
the input specification of each of your components. Some components, like mixers or LNA’s, have
certain power inputs that won’t break the component but will cause it to behave non-linearly such as
when reaching near the 1-dB compression point or 3-dB spurious signal area of a component. Try to
design your system without adding too much non-linearity to it in order to get good system
performance. Make sure to keep in mind conversion/insertion loss within components since no
components are lossless. Even when matching the circuits well, there will still be some reflections so try
to design your system to have a bit more power than you really need it to in order to account for this.
Finally, the use of band-pass filters in the RF block of design is useful in order to not only keep out
unwanted signals, but to also isolate signals so they don’t go to unwanted locations in your design. A
good example is the band pass filter we placed at the output of our Rx antenna stage. This allows our Rx
antenna to only act as a receiver and not a transmitter due to leaking signals that come from the RF port
which tend to be mixed signals that are hopefully outside your BP filter’s frequency span. Adding
another BP filter in-between the VCO and the mixer is also a good idea in hindsight. As long as your
system is designed around your operating frequency with a reasonable frequency span and you match
the design specs of each component, the radar should work well in the RF stage and the only

complication at that point is how well you want it to work with what distances one has in mind prior to
the design realization.

